Degenerate four-wave mixing on weak transitions in the gas phase using a tunable excimer laser
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A simple degenerate four-wave mixing apparatus with a forward-geometry (DFWM-FG) is used to monitor weak absorptions of stable molecules in the gas phase. We demonstrate that DFWM-FG with a tunable ArF excimer laser enables the detection of H₂ via the two-photon allowed E,F ¹Σ⁺, ν' = 1, ν'' = 0 transition and the detection of CO via the spin-forbidden a ³Π, ν' = 2, ν'' = 0 transition.

Degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) has been demonstrated as a sensitive technique to monitor gas-phase species [1–7]. The technique has been applied to OH and NH radicals where transitions to electronic states are easily accessible and to electronically excited species [8]. Related non-degenerate grating-based techniques have also recently been demonstrated by Hayden et al. [9]. These DFWM and grating based techniques complement laser-induced fluorescence, direct absorption, and ionization detection schemes. The techniques are quite sensitive and work on the absorption process; the detected molecules do not have to radiate or ionize in order to be detected. Additionally, the signal propagates as a coherent light beam and can be detected with essentially no background in a location remote from the interaction region. Similar techniques have been used to study optical phase conjugation [10,11] and to measure absorptions in liquids [12,13].

We report here the use of a simple, forward-geometry degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM-FG) apparatus [14,15] to monitor weak absorptions of stable molecules in the gas phase using a tunable excimer laser. In particular we demonstrate the detection of H₂ via the two-photon allowed E,F ¹Σ⁺, ν' = 1, ν'' = 0 transition and detection of CO via the spin-forbidden singlet–triplet transition a ³Π, ν' = 2, ν'' = 0. These spectra demonstrate the sensitivity and utility of using the tunable excimer laser in the DFWM-FG arrangement to monitor these important combustion species.

The degenerate four-wave mixing experiment with forward geometry is schematically represented in fig. 1. A mask is placed in the laser beam, to define three

![Fig. 1. Schematic view of the apparatus for a degenerate four-wave mixing with forward geometry (DFWM-FG) experiment.](image-url)
parallel coherent laser beams, at three corners of a rectangle. All three of the beams derived for this laser pulse are crossed in a cell containing the sample by focusing them through the same lens. If the wavelength of these beams is resonant with an absorption in the gas-phase sample, interference of each two of the coherent beams creates a periodically varying spatial distribution of excited molecules. The third laser beam, of the same frequency, is diffracted off this grating. The diffracted laser beam comes out of the sample at the fourth corner of the rectangle (behind the focus). The diffracted beam is degenerate with the two beams setting up the grating, both in wavelength and in time, and is automatically phase-matched if the holes in the mask are chosen as described. Furthermore, it appears that in our samples the DFWM-FG observed spectral intensity pattern of the first-order diffracted light is nearly identical to the spectral intensity pattern observed in REMPI or LIF experiments on these samples, making the experimental results easily interpreted. We speculate that what is observed is the formation of density gratings from either photodissociation or from ionization of the species. At present, measurements are being performed to determine quantitatively the fluence and pressure dependencies of the signals.

It is important to note that gratings will be set up in the medium by various combinations of the incoming beams. Beam (2) and (3) will set up a grating to which beam (1) is phase-matched and thus part of beam (1) will be deflected through the spatial filter, onto the detector. Similarly, beam (1) and beam (2) will set up a grating off which part of beam (3) will deflect onto the detector, although the diffraction will not be as strong due to the larger angle of incidence. The last grating, set up by beam (1) and (3) is not detected in this geometry, however, as beam (2) does not meet the Bragg condition in this case. Beam (2) is the only beam that is present in both of the gratings that are detected, and if the intensity of this beam is kept below that of the other beams, both of the detected gratings are nearly equally intense.

In the DFWM-FG test experiments described here, a line-narrowed tunable excimer laser (Lambda Physik, EMG 150 MSCT) is used as the radiation source. The linewidth of this laser operating on ArF (193 nm) with unstable resonator optics in the amplifier is about 1.0 cm⁻¹, and the laser is tunable from 51600-51850 cm⁻¹. The approximately 50 mJ energy per pulse is homogeneously distributed in a 7 by 22 mm rectangular shaped beam. The laser radiation is coherent enough over the whole beam area that three parallel coherent beams can simply be formed by sending the main laser beam through a mask. The mask consists of three 2.0 mm diameter holes in an aluminum plate. The holes are located on three corners of a rectangle, with sides of 4.0 and 10.0 mm. The position of the mask to the laser beam is adjusted such that the energy per pulse of the beam coming through the holes (1) and (3) is about 1.2-1.5 mJ whereas the beam coming through hole (2) is approximately 0.5 mJ. All three beams are focused with a 2 inch diameter, 25 cm focal length lens through a quartz window in a stainless-steel cell, filled at sub-atmospheric pressures (typically between 10 and 300 mbar) with the gases that we investigated. Behind the cell a pinhole-lens-pinhole arrangement is set up to spatially filter the DFWM-FG beam, in the fourth (dark) corner of the rectangle, from the main laser beams and from scattered laser light. The signal beam is detected with a photodiode (Lambda Physik LF 302 UV); in the experiments described here the deflected laser beam is intense enough to be traced by eye via its blue fluorescence on a white piece of paper, even with the room lights on. The signal from the photodiode is sent into a boxcar integrator and the 10-shot-averaged output is displayed on a strip chart recorder.

In the upper panel of fig. 2 the DFWM-FG spectrum of the spin-forbidden one-photon transition from the X 'Σ⁺, v''=0 state to the metastable a 'Π, v'=2 state in CO is shown. Assignments of all the individual lines in the spectrum as well as a simulation of the expected linestrengths in direct absorption has been given elsewhere [16]. A direct comparison of the observed spectrum and the calculated spectrum is somewhat difficult. First there is the variation in the intensity of the locked, i.e. narrowband, laser power over the ArF gain profile. Around 51789.2 cm⁻¹ for instance, narrow bandwidth laser operation ceases completely due to an intracavity metastable C-atom absorption [17]. Secondly, there are some well known rotational lines in the 4+0 band of the Schumann-Runge system of O₂ that absorb to a large extent the laser light between the laser and the...
Fig. 2. DFWM-FG spectra of the spin-forbidden a'"Π, v' = 2 → X 'Σ+, v'' = 0 transition in 300 mbar CO (upper) and of the two-photon E,F '1Σ+, v' = 6, 7 → X 'Σ+, v'' = 0 transition in 50 mbar H2 (lower), measured with a tunable ArF excimer laser.

detector [18]. Nevertheless, a comparison of the DFWM-FG spectrum shown here with the calculated absorption spectrum for CO at 300 K [16] shows a more or less linear correspondence between observed and calculated line intensities. The CO spectrum shown here was recorded with 300 mbar of CO in the cell, but with the photodiode CO spectra could be measured at pressures down to 10 mbar.

In the lower panel of fig. 2 the DFWM-FG spectrum of the E,F '1Σ+, v' → X '1Σ+, v'' = 0 two-photon transition in 50 mbar of H2 is shown. The lowest Q-branch transitions to the v'' = 6 level, as well as the Q(2) transition to the v'' = 7 level fall into the tuning range of the ArF laser [19, 20]. There is some non-resonant (but still narrow-band; if the oscillator of the tunable excimer laser is blocked the laser runs broad-band, and then this non-resonant background disappears completely) signal visible in the spectrum, possibly produced by a three-photon direct ionization ion-grating. The dips in this broad signal are due to the abovementioned O2 resonances. Essentially identical spectra to the one shown here have been obtained using either (2 + 1)-REMPI with total ion current detection [19] or two-photon excited LIF [20]. For H2 there was also a second-order diffraction signal visible, even at 50 mbar. The H2 spectrum measured via this second-order diffraction showed much different relative line intensities, however. Apart from the spectra shown in fig. 2, we also recorded DFWM-FG spectra of O2 (either in air or in 100 mbar pure O2), of the two-photon transition in Kr (at 51681.5 cm⁻¹) [21] and, using the KrF excimer laser, of the Č–X two-photon transition in H2O [22].

As is often the case in grating experiments, the exact physical origin of the signals we report here is not yet completely understood. Work is in progress to explain quantitatively the observed line intensities in the various types of beam geometries, and to determine absolute detection limits for the individual species. Application of the DFWM-FG technique to the measurement of state-dependent local densities of for instance H2, CO, O2, and of H2O and OH (both with KrF) in combustion processes is being investigated.
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